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ABSTRACT

Monthly mapped sea level anomalies (MSLAs) of the NWAtlantic in the region immediately downstream
of theGulf Stream (GS) separation point reveal a leadingmode in which the path shifts approximately 100 km
meridionally about a nominal latitude of 398N, producing coherent sea level anomaly (SLA) variability from
728 to 508W. This mode can be captured by use of a simple 16-point index based on SLA data taken along the
maximum of the observed variability in the region 338–468N and 458–758W. The GS shifts between 2010 and
2012 are the largest of the last decade and equal to the largest of the entire record. The second group of EOF
modes of variability describesGSmeanders, which propagatemainly westward interrupted by brief periods of
eastward or stationarymeanders. Thesemeanders havewavelengths of approximately 400 km and can be seen
in standard EOFs by spatial phase shifting of a standing meander pattern in the SLA data. The spectral
properties of these modes indicate strong variability at interannual and longer periods for the first mode and
periods of a few to several months for the meanders. While the former is quite similar to a previous use of the
altimeter for GS path, the simple index is a useful measure of the large-scale shifts in the GS path that is
quickly estimated and updated without changes in previous estimates. The time-scale separation allows a low-
pass filtered 16-point index to be reflective of large-scale, coherent shifts in the GS path.

1. Introduction

The Gulf Stream (GS) is the western boundary of the
North Atlantic subtropical gyre. The GS emerges from
the Florida Straits and flows northward to Cape Hat-
teras where the stream no longer follows the shelf
break and continues to the northeast into the deep
waters. After the GS leaves the continental shelf fluc-
tuations have been characterized as meanders and
lateral large-scale shifts (Lee and Cornillon 1995).
Meanders are thought to be related to internal (baro-
clinic and/or barotropic) instabilities of the GS (Lee
and Cornillon 1995).
The low frequency, interannual north–southmovements

of the GS has been explained by various mechanisms:

westward-traveling long baroclinic oceanic Rossby
waves (Gangopadhyay et al. 1992); variable southward
flow of the Labrador surface water found on the North
Carolina shelf (Rossby and Benway 2000; Hameed
2004; Pe~na-Molino and Joyce 2008); variable southward-
flowing slope water and DeepWestern Boundary Current
(DWBC) within the northern recirculation gyre of the
GS (Lee and Cornillon 1995; Joyce et al. 2000; Zhang and
Vallis 2006); response of the intergyre boundary to wind
curl variability associated with North Atlantic Oscillation
(NAO) phases (Lee and Cornillon 1995; Taylor et al.
1998; Marshall et al. 2001); and by El Ni~no–Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) (Lee and Cornillon 1995; Taylor
et al. 1998).
The GS position has been recorded in many ways, such

as the use of the 158C isotherm at 200m (Gangopadhyay
et al. 1992; Fuglister 1955; Joyce et al. 2000), or, using
altimetry, by searching for the maximum along-track
SSH gradient (Kelly and Gille 1990; Frankignoul et al.
2001; Pe~na-Molino and Joyce 2008; Lillibridge and
Mariano 2012).
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GS meanders are affected by Rossby wave dynamics,
which, in the absence of a background flow, forces them
to propagate westwardmost of the time (Gangopadhyay
et al. 1992; Bower and Hogg 1992; Lee and Cornillon
1995; Taylor et al. 1998; Nakamura and Chao 2000;
Osychny and Cornillon 2004). At the same time, the GS
exerts its influence over them too, advecting them
eastward (Bane et al. 1981; Watts and Johns 1982;
Bower 1989; Savidge 2004). When these opposing in-
fluences balance, one might expect quasi-stationary
meanders that have been observed sometimes during
extended periods of almost a year (Nakamura and Chao
2000; Savidge 2004).
In what follows, a study of theGS shifts andmeanders is

addressed using two decades of satellite altimeter data.
The study will estimate the principal components and
frequencies of theGSpath variability and demonstrate the
utility of a simple 16-pointGS index. The following section
will describe the data andmethodology used. Then, results
are shown in section 3 and discussed in section 4.

2. Data and methods

Gridded sea level anomalies (MSLA) weekly data
from October 1992 to October 2012 were downloaded
together with the mean dynamic topography (MDT)
from the Archiving, Validation, and Interpretation of
Satellite Oceanographic data (AVISO) remote sensing
service (http://www.aviso.oceanobs.com/). They were
averaged permonth and analyzedwithin the region of the
newly separated GS: 338–468N and 458–758W. To avoid
large annual steric signals in the data, the monthly mean

was subtracted from each corresponding month at every
observational grid point.
The simple 16-point GS index is constructed by

selecting grid points following the maximum standard
deviation of sea level anomalies (SLA), every 1.338
longitude between 528 and 728Wand averaging them. In
Fig. 1, the MDT and the standard deviation of the
monthly SLA are shown together with the position of
the 16 selected points of SLA (Table 1). The monthly
mean signal removed from the data is shown in Fig. 2,
revealing a seasonal steric heating that expands the
ocean as it heats and is uniform and broad scale, with no
basic difference between the array of 16 points and the
whole area average values (Fig. 2, error bars).

FIG. 1. Position of the array of 16 points (black dots). Black contour lines show the distribution ofMDT (every 10 cm)
and the colored field is the standard deviation of the monthly SLA (cm).

TABLE 1. Position of the array of 16 points.

Lat (N) Lon (W)

36.75888 72.00008
37.29118 70.66678
37.81968 69.33338
37.81968 68.00008
37.81968 66.66678
38.34438 65.33338
38.34438 64.00008
39.38258 62.66678
39.38258 61.33338
39.38258 60.00008
39.38258 58.66678
39.89598 57.33338
39.89598 56.00008
39.89598 54.66678
39.38258 53.33338
39.38258 52.00008
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An empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis,
also known as principal component analysis, is applied
to the study area and to the array of 16 GS points. As
it is a temporal EOF, the temporal mean (the mean
of each coordinate) is first subtracted from each data
point (Hern!andez-Guerra and Nykjaer 1997). EOF
analysis distributes the total variance among a series of

eigenvectors, each of which contains a percentage of
the variability of the data (Preisendorfer and Mobley
1988). This way we can distinguish the dominant pat-
terns from the remaining variability, which is treated as
noise. Each mode of an EOF decomposition is com-
posed of a space–time pattern whose amplitudes are
described as

D(x, t)5A(x)VT(t) ,

where D is the M 3 N matrix of M spatial points and
N temporal points, A(x) is the matrix of amplitude
functions that describes the spatial distribution of the
variance of a given mode, and VT(t) is the transposed
matrix of amplitude functions which shows the varia-
tion of each mode in time. Following Overland and
Preisendorfer (1982) a Monte Carlo method is em-
ployed to find which EOF’s modes are above the noise
level. This method states that those modes that have
higher percent of variance than the error percentage of
variance obtained from theMonte Carlo are those over
the noise level.
To study the periodicity of the first modes, the Welch

method of spectral analysis is used. Thismethod estimates
power spectra, sectioning the record, taking modified
periodograms of these sections and averaging them

FIG. 2. Monthly mean SLA (cm) for the whole study area (solid
line) and for the 16-point GS index (dashed line) together with
their error bars.

TABLE 2. First percentages of variance accounted for the array of 16 points and for the whole region (the Percentage and Cumulative
percentage columns) and the error percentage arising from the rule of Overland and Preisendorfer (1982) (the Error percentage column).

Mode Percentage Cumulative percentage Error percentage

Array of 16 points 1 37.6% 37.6% 13.6%
2 15.5% 53.1% 11.6%
3 14.6% 67.7% 10.2%
4 8.3% 76.0% 9.1%

Whole study area 1 18.9% 18.9% 1.6%
2 10.6% 29.6% 1.5%
3 9.4% 38.9% 1.5%
4 6.9% 45.9% 1.4%
5 5.3% 51.2% 1.4%
6 4.5% 55.7% 1.4%
7 4.0% 59.7% 1.4%
8 3.9% 63.5% 1.3%
9 3.3% 66.8% 1.3%

10 2.7% 69.6% 1.3%
11 2.7% 72.2% 1.3%
12 2.6% 74.5% 1.2%
13 2.3% 76.5% 1.2%
14 2.0% 78.2% 1.2%
15 1.7% 79.8% 1.2%
16 1.6% 81.3% 1.2%
17 1.5% 82.8% 1.1%
18 1.5% 84.1% 1.1%
19 1.2% 85.3% 1.1%
20 1.2% 86.3% 1.1%
21 1.0% 87.2% 1.1%
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(Welch 1967). The Welch method employed has a 128
monthHammingwindowwith a 50%of overlap between
consecutive data segments of 108 months. A sensitive
analysis was done using 120 and 108 month Hamming
windows, and there were not significant differences in
the resulting frequency peaks. Modes were standardized
before the analysis and rescaled afterward based on their
percentage of the total variance.

3. Results

Looking into Fig. 1 where the MDT is found, we can
observe that the maximum standard deviation of SLA is
coincident with the maximum mean flow: thus positive
anomalies will be associated with northward shifts of the
local GS and vice versa. Table 2 reflects the percentages
of the lowest EOF modes of the array of 16 points and
whole study region. Following the rule of Overland and
Preisendorfer (1982), for the array of 16 points, only
three modes are above the noise level, while for the
whole region the first 20 modes are significant (Table 2,
Error percentage column).

The spatial amplitudes of the four first modes of the
whole SLA data shown in Fig. 1 (hereafter whole study
area) are shown in Fig. 3. These modes represent 45.9%
of the total SLA variance. The first mode reveals high
negative anomalies nearly everywhere, with largest
amplitudes along the array of 16 points. This connected
negative structure comprises a meridional shift of the
GS. Anywhere else, most of the amplitudes of mode 1
are not significantly different from zero.
The temporal variation of the lowest, path-shifting,

mode (Fig. 4) of the array of 16 points (37.6% of vari-
ance; Fig. 4, top) and the whole region (18.9% of vari-
ance; Fig. 4, bottom) are quite similar and similar to
a simple index created from themean of the 16-point SLA
(hereafter simple 16-point GS index). The correlation
between the first mode of the array of 16 points and this
average index is 0.90. The whole study area mode 1 is
also very well correlated with the average index (0.83)
and with the first mode of the array of 16 points (0.93).
This first mode characterizes the north–south shifts of
the GS and is plotted such that positive values are as-
sociated with northward GS displacements. During July

FIG. 3. Spatial amplitudes of the first modes of the whole study area (gray shades) and position of the array of 16 points (black dots).
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1995, October 2000, and April 2012 the GS was in its
most northward position, shifting between 50 and
110 km from its mean position.
In contrast, the other modes shown in Fig. 3 exhibit

alternating high positive to negative structures, again
with largest magnitudes through the array of 16 points.
Meanders are associated with instability processes and
large-scale lateral shifts of the path due to atmospheric
forcing. The whole area modes 2 and 3 are shown in
Fig. 5. These modes combined contain the 20% of the
total variance of the whole study area. Modes 2 and 3
illustrate mesoscale behavior occurring along the GS
mean path, with the maxima and minima of mode 2
roughly coincident with the largest spatial rate of change
of mode 3 (Fig. 5, modes 2 and 3). The temporal am-
plitudes of these patterns are not well correlated with
the simple 16-point GS index, having a 0.19 correlation

with mode 2 and of 0.20 with mode 3. Even though both
modes are orthogonal in time, they seem to be different
phases of the same phenomenon, suggesting a propa-
gating signal.
Results from theWelch method for spectral analysis of

the first three standardizedmodes of the whole study area
are shown inFig. 6. In this figure, themodeswere rescaled
according to their percentage of total variance. Mode 1
exhibits its higher peaks at periods of approximately
5 and 2 yr (64 and 25.6 months) (Fig. 6, top). The ap-
proximately 2-yr energy band has been previously docu-
mented in Pe~na-Molino and Joyce (2008).
The threemodes each show peaks near annual periods

(11.64–16 months; Fig. 6). After those peaks, the next
peaks are at near semiannual periods and slightly higher:
7.53 (mode 1), 9.14, 6.74 (mode 2), and of 9.85, 8 (mode 3)
months (Fig. 6).

FIG. 4. Standardized temporal amplitudes of (top) the first modes of the array of 16 points (dark line) and (bottom) the whole study area
(dark line), each together with the 16-point GS index (light lines). The correlations between them are also shown.
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The remaining frequency peaks of mode 1 represent
the interannual variability while the weaker peaks ob-
served in modes 2 and 3 (Fig. 6, middle and bottom) are
between the periods 1 and 6 months.
To study how thosemeanders contained inmodes 2, 3,

and 4 propagate (Fig. 3), a Hovm€oller diagram is con-
structed (Fig. 7) based entirely on the reconstructed
time series from the three meander EOF modes. From
758 to 658W, a low energy area can be distinguished in
both plots. Figure 7 reveals a westward propagation
pattern, broken by limited periods of eastward and sta-
tionary meanders. The first evidence of quasi-steady
meanders appears in Fuglister and Worthington (1951)
where near Nova Scotia they found large-amplitude
meanders that were quasi stationary and characterized
by a slowly evolving baroclinic field, indicating temporal
growth. Eastward or downstream meander propagation

has been recorded in the vicinity of Cape Hatteras
(Bane et al. 1981).

4. Discussion

Taking the maximum standard deviation of SLA ev-
ery 1.338 of longitude, a 16-point GS index to measure
the latitudinal shifts of the GS is constructed (Fig. 1).
This index is well correlated with the whole study area
mode 1 (monthly 0.8, low-pass filtered 0.9). In compar-
ison with other ways to measure the GS path, this index
considerably simplifies computations and provides an
index which will not change past values as new data are
added, unlike traditional EOF indices. A common way
to define the region of strong flow of the GS is the
temperature at 200-m depth (Fuglister 1955; Joyce et al.
2000). The 158C isotherm at 200m [T(200)] is in the

FIG. 5. Standardized temporal amplitudes of the second and thirdmodes of the whole study area (dark lines), together with the SLA of the
16-point GS index (light lines). The correlations between each mode and the average are shown.
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FIG. 6. Results of theWelch spectral analysis of the whole study area modes 1, 2, and 3. The frequency units are cycles per month since the
standardized modes are scaled to their percentage of the total variance.
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center of the strong horizontal temperature gradient of
the GS. As it lies just to the north of the maximum flow
at the surface, it is a good indicator of the northern side
of the stream (Fuglister 1963). A detailed explanation
on the wide use and quality of this index can be found in

Joyce et al. (2000), their section 5. In Fig. 8 an updated,
seasonally resolved version of this index is plotted (black
dashed) together with our simple and low-pass filtered
16-point GS index and mode 1 of the whole study area
(red dashed, orange and blue line, respectively). This

FIG. 7. Hovm€oller diagram of modes 2, 3, and 4 of the whole region. (left) The first half of the time series and (right)
the second half.
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new, T(200) based index has been obtained by reducing
the amount of seasonal smoothing applied in previous
estimates and is therefore a better index for compari-
son with the low-pass altimeter indices. In Fig. 8 during
the period 1992–2000, a good agreement exists between
both temperature and altimeter-based indices, but for the
period 2000–11 the agreement becomes poorer. Differ-
ences between both indices can have different sources.
The altimeter-based indices can be affected by ocean–
atmosphere interactions that are less observable at 200m.
Another source of difference between the first and sec-
ond periods may come from the mean profile used to
compute SLA, as the mean altimeter surface and the
interannual variability calculations use the mean sea
surface over 1993–99 (Dibarboure et al. 2008). Another
issue with this comparison was previously noted by
Frankignoul et al. (2001): the T(200) indexmodels indicate

the climatological GS north wall location, not the GS high
velocity core, which is better followed by the mean 188C
isotherm at 200m, rather than the mean 158C isotherm
used to define the north wall.
In Pe~na-Molino and Joyce (2008) the GS path was

made from 10-day SSH anomalies along six descending
tracks by searching for the maximum gradient. Then,
they rotated AVISO surface geostrophic velocity anom-
alies onto the calculated mean GS path to analyze
the GS shifts with EOFs. Figure 9 shows that all the
various altimeter-based indices match, in spite their aris-
ing from different methods. For all of them, northward–
southward shifts of the GS are represented by
positive–negative temporal amplitudes. The fact that
our indices (the whole area and the simple 16-point GS
index) are in agreement with the one of Pe~na-Molino
and Joyce (2008) implies that they are also indicative of

FIG. 8. Quarterly averaged first mode of the whole area (blue line), 16-point GS simple and low-pass index (red dashed and orange lines),
and an updated 200-m temperature index following Joyce et al. (2000) (black dashed line).
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changes in the SST anomalies and velocities in the
Slope Water.
Trying to infer the source of the frequency peaks

found with periods of approximately 5 and 2 yr (64 and
25.6 months) shown in Fig. 6 for our 16-point GS index
and whole study area mode 1, a comparison with the mul-
tivariate ENSO index (MEI) (October 2012, http://www.
esrl.noaa.gov/psd/enso/mei/) has been made (Fig. 10).
The highest correlation coefficients of 0.4 were ob-
tained for time lags ranging from 230 to 228 months,
for the low-pass filtered 16-point GS index and 21 3
mode of the whole study area (Figs. 10b,c). This
correlation indicates that the GS leads ENSO, which is
in disagreement with everything previously reported.
We believe that this correlation arises from the first
northernmost displacement of the GS, which can be
a consequence of the El Ni~no event of 1991, which
occurred prior to our altimeter-based time series. In

Fig. 10a, it is observed that after both El Ni~nos of
1997 and 2009, northward displacements of the GS oc-
cur. Computing the cross-correlation coefficients from
January 1997 to avoid the first northward shift of the
GS, we get two peaks in all the time series that cross the
90% confidence interval, both of them indicating that
ENSO (MEI) leads the GS shifts (Fig. 10d). The neg-
ative correlation shows lags from 13 (20.4) to 14 (20.5)
months for the comparison with the simple and low-
pass filtered 16-point GS index, respectively, while 15
(20.4) months are observed for the comparison with the
simple and low-pass filtered 21 3 mode 1 whole study
area. The second correlation peak is positive and is ob-
served at lags of 33 (0.3) and 32 (0.4) months for the
comparisonwith the simple and low-pass filtered 16-point
GS index and at lags of 34 (0.3) and 33 (0.4) months for
the comparison with simple and low-pass filtered 21 3
mode 1 whole study area, respectively. This means that

FIG. 9. First modes of Pe~na-Molino and Joyce (2008) (black dashed line) and213mode 1 whole study area (blue line) together with the
16-point GS index (red dashed line).
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ENSO, which strongly affects the trade wind belt, could
be a source of fluctuations for the GS (Taylor et al. 1998).
The negative correlation with the shorter time lag in-
dicates that, after ENSO peaks, the early response of the
GS is to move south (Fig. 10a). Kwon et al. (2010) show
that the winter after the ENSO peaks, the GS presents
strong negative SST anomalies (see their Fig. 9), which is
consistent with what we find for short positive GS lags. In
addition, the second, positive cross correlation observed at
approximately 2.5yr shows that at after El Ni~no events the
late response of the GS is to shift northward (which can be
clearly observed after the El Ni~no events of 1992, 1997,
and 2009 and a bit more roughly after the El Ni~no
of 2004 in Fig. 10a). Taylor et al. (1998) reported that

the GS is displaced northward following El Ni~no events
by 2 yr.
Figure 6 shows periodicities of approximately 1–1.5 yr

in the three modes of the whole study area. Previous
studies suggest that the GS varies annually, being more
northerly in fall, more southerly in spring (Tracey
and Watts 1986; Lee and Cornillon 1995; Rayner et al.
2011), and in its northernmost position in September
(Lillibridge and Mariano 2012). This signal is masked
with the seasonal steric heating described in the data
section and in Fig. 2making it difficult to confirmwith our
analyses.
The next periodicities of the three modes of the whole

study area are in between semiannual and annual periods

FIG. 10. (a) The time series of the ENSO (MEI) index (blue and red bars), of the213mode 1 of the whole study area (thin gray lines),
of the 16-pointGS index (thin black line), and the resulting time series after passing a 6-monthButterworth filter of fifth order (thick lines).
(b) Time-lagged cross-correlation coefficients are shown for the comparison with the simple (green lines) and low-pass 16-point GS index
(orange lines) with a 90% confidence interval (dashed orange and green lines). (c) As in (b), but the comparison is made with the simple
(green lines) and low-pass213mode 1 of the whole study area (yellow lines) (d) As in (b),(c), but estimated from January 1997. Positive
time lags in (b)–(d) denote ENSO leading GS.
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(6–10 months) and they have been previously docu-
mented in Pe~na-Molino and Joyce (2008) and Lee and
Cornillon (1995). These periods relate GSmeanders with
Rossby waves. In Osychny and Cornillon (2004) periods
from 7 to 11 months are found between 348 and 408N for
westward-propagating Rossby waves. Lee and Cornillon
(1995) estimated a meandering index between 758 and
608W,which fluctuated in time with a dominant period of
approximately 9 months and they established that is close
to the typical period of a first-mode, baroclinic, long
Rossby wave at the mean latitude of the study area.
The forcing mechanism of the frequency peaks of

modes 2 and 3 having periodicities from 1 to 5 months
may be due to both meanders and DWBC variability.
The periods smaller than 6 months of modes 2 and 3 of

the whole study area represent a 65.01% and a 58.67%
of their total variance. Lee (1994) using an 8-yr time
series in the region between 758 and 458W, estimated
that the most probable period of meanders was 46 days.
Savidge (2004) estimated that once the GS separates
near Cape Hatteras, meanders have a period of 30–120
days, but also determined that the dominant DWBC
energy is in the range of 20–60 days. Dewar and Bane
(1985) suggest that DWBC could be supplying some of
the energy necessary to develop the GS meanders in the
region immediately downstream from Cape Hatteras.
The influence of DWBC over the GS has been pre-

viously documented. Thompson and Schmitz (1989)
observed that the GS at the separation point is influ-
enced by the DWBC. This is also observed in the eddy

FIG. 11. (a) Comparison with the NAO shows the time series of the NAO index (blue and red bars) of the 16-point GS index (thin black
line) and of the213mode 1 whole study area (thin gray line) and the resulting time series after passing a 6-month Butterworth filter of
fifth order (thick lines). (b) Time-lagged cross-correlation coefficients are shown for the comparison with the simple 16-pointGS index and
213mode 1 whole study area unfiltered (dark and light green lines, respectively) and low-pass (yellow and red lines, respectively) with
a 90% confidence interval (dashed lines). (c) Annual NAO (blue and red bars), simple annual 16-point GS index (black line) and simple
annual213mode 1whole study area (gray line). (d)Annual time-lagged cross-correlation coefficients are shown for the comparisonwith
the simple annual 16-point GS index time series (dark green line) and with the simple annual213mode 1 whole study area (light green
line) with a 90% confidence interval (dashed lines). Positive time lags in (b),(d) denote NAO leading GS.
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resolving model of Bryan et al. (2007). Furthermore
Spall (1996) and Joyce et al. (2000) add that these GS
shifts are related to the water formation in the Labrador
Sea, propagating down to the region of Cape Hatteras
by advection in the DWBC. In Pe~na-Molino (2010) a
periodicity of approximately 100 days from Line W
current meters, was suggested, associated with fluctua-
tions in the DWBC. Savidge (2004) determined that the
dominant DWBC energy is in the range of 20–60 days.
The simple and low-pass filtered 16-point GS index

and the 21 3 mode 1 of the whole study are compared
with the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) index (Oc-
tober 2012, http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/
precip/CWlink/pna/nao.shtml) and with the Atlantic
meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) regarding
the source of the interannual periods observed in Fig. 6.

For the monthly comparison with the NAO index (Fig.
11a), low cross-correlation coefficients (0.2–0.3) with
time lags of 5–12 months are estimated for the simple
and low-pass filtered 16-point GS index (Fig. 11b).
Similar behavior is observed for the comparison with
simple and low-pass filtered 21 3 mode 1 whole study
area, where correlations of 0.2–0.4 are observed at 6 and
5 months, respectively (Fig. 11b). In contrast, when the
simple annual time series are computed (Fig. 11c) and
compared between them, the correlation coefficient
obtained is 0.6 at a GS time lag of 1 yr (Fig. 11d). It has
been previously recorded that during positive phases of
the NAO the GS shifts north with lags from 1 (Joyce
et al. 2000) to 2 yr (Taylor et al. 1998; Hameed 2004).
De Coëtlogon et al. (2006) and Joyce and Zhang

(2010) argued for a connection between the AMOC

FIG. 12. (a) Comparison with the MOC of RAPID shows the time series of the RAPID-MOC index (thin red line) of the213mode 1
whole study area (gray line) and of the 16-point GS index (thin black line) and the resulting time series after passing a 6-month But-
terworth filter of the fifth order (thick lines). (b) Time-lagged cross-correlation coefficients are shown for the comparison with the simple
and low-pass 16-point GS index (green and orange line) with a 90% confidence interval (dashed lines). (c) As in (b), but for the com-
parison with the simple and low-pass213mode 1 whole study area (light green line and yellow line). Negative time lags in (b),(c) denote
GS leading RAPID-MOC.
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and the GS path, such that the GS path was southerly
when the AMOC was large. This was suggested in
Pe~na-Molino and Joyce (2008) and strongly evident in
the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL)
2.1 climate model (Zhang and Vallis 2007; Joyce
and Zhang 2010). We have made use of a measured
AMOC estimate at 268N by the Rapid Climate Change
(RAPID)–Meridional Overturning Circulation and Heat
Flux Array (MOCHA) program (http://www.noc.soton.
ac.uk/rapidmoc/), although this time series is only 7 yr
long at present (years 2004–11) (McCarthy et al. 2012). In
Fig. 12 the AMOC has been averaged per month and
standardized to compare with the GS index and with first
mode of the whole study area. Looking into the time-
lagged cross-correlations figures (Figs. 12b,c) we find that
only the low-pass filtered 16-point GS index and 21 3
mode 1 of the whole study area crosses the 90% confi-
dence interval. This crossing is observed at23 (20.3) and
22 (20.4) month time lags, indicating that the GS shifts
lead MOC changes and have the opposite sign. Since GS
path changes lag by a few months circulation changes
near 398N (Joyce and Zhang 2010; Fig. 2c), this would
imply that changes in the AMOC at 248N are lagging
those at 398N by 4–6 months, a result not previously re-
ported. In spite of the low correlation coefficients esti-
mated, it is observed that the GS shifts between 2010 and
2012 are the largest of the last decade and equal to the
largest of the entire record (Fig. 4).
To conclude, we propose a 16-point altimeter-based

GS index as a good indicator of the latitudinal shifts of
the GS path. It is well correlated with the whole study
area mode 1 either being unfiltered (0.8) or low-pass fil-
tered (0.9) and it has been shown to be able to reproduce
comparable cross correlations in comparison with cli-
matological indices. The index can be quickly estimated
and updated without changes in previous estimates and is
a useful measurement of the large-scale shifts in the GS
path, which can be related to climate variability (Joyce
et al. 2009), to changes in some fish stocks (Nye et al.
2011), and keystone species (Borkman and Smayda 2009).
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